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C Srftocat )
Larry

The paper Is without an editor. Larry Gottlieb, unfortunately,
had to leave college because of personal affairs at home. He hated
going and he hated leaving the Oracle without an editor. Under his
leadership the paper bloomed. He wrote articles that caught the
fire of students. He focused his sights on what he perceived as
student wrongs. He knew how to snoop out a story and his humor
touched the funny bones of students as it tickled the guts of Bush
Hall. He enjoyed being editor.
Students liked Larry and from responses I've received, they

thought he did a great job. We're going to miss him and wish him
luck. He served Delhi well.

A New Staff
The paper right now lacks a staff. We need people, good people

who are willing to work. No student post is more esteemed than
that of college editor. On your record it is worth more than an "A"
in any course. It commands respect. On almost all campuses it is
the most sought after position. Students bang on the newspaper
office just to be given a chance. The editor's position carries
prestige and dignity. We need an editor, we need more staff, your
effortwill become its own reward.
We need writers and we need more business staff personnel. Bill

Catazaro is doing a fine job getting ads but he's doing it all alone. I
can't think of any business major, especially one interested in
sales or advertising, that would not desire a staff position here
that is challenging and rewarding. We need someone to become
business editor when Bill leaves at the end of the semester. ( See
Bill or Mr. Wallace)

Dean Sommers
The college community lost an endeared colleague when Dean

B. Klare Sommers, emeritus, died last week. A quiet man with
unassuming manners, he had the ability to get on with people and
knew how to get people to work harmoniously together. He always
found something good to say. He was never harshly critical.
Liked by all, he had an integrity and fairness that faculty

respected. Up in the lounge of Evenden I heard several people who
knew him as I did and heard nothing but praise for the man. One
individual said he didn't have a dishonest bone in his body. Klare
listened to individuals and respected their judgment. Under his
leadership faculty morale on campus was high. He was, to use an
old fashioned term, a gentleman.
He was also a builder. During the long tenure of President

Kunsela's leadership Klare spent months and years to forge the.
shape and the growth of what is now our Engineering
Technologies.
As Dean of Faculty he didn't manipulate those under him. He

pressed to enhance the position and prestige of his instructors.
Among the faculty one of the thoughts we always remember, "In
the classroom, the professor is king."

Bill Wallace

THE ORACLE NEEDS YOU!
Do you want an exciting career in journalism,

allowing you to travel all over the world and
make muucho dinero. Well you won't find it
here! B'ut if you feel like getting started down
the right path call Mr. Wallace (4138) and join
the creative nutty staff of the Delhi Oracle.

I0SACLE
STAFF

Business Editor

Reporters and Staff

Bill Catanzaro

Roberta Lynn Kargauer

The Key
Issue

by JamesWaite

College Hall is well known on campus
as the wild dorm. College Hall this
semester has been trying new ideas, to
cut down on vandalism in the dorm.
One of these ideas was to have key

checks. The night host asks to see the
students' keys, after he-she has entered
the hall. Many students disagree with
this idea, of checking keys. Some say:
"It's stupid, if we don't have keys, how
would we get in the door?" Some say to
the night host: "You know I live here,
you see me all the time!" A coupld of
students said: "We don't mind showing
our keys, it's just the attitude from
some night hotsts we don't like!"
Many of the students "cooled off,"

when they found out why keys were
checked. It was explained that keys
weren't checked so the night host
(M.A.'s) would have something to do.
The key system is used to protect the
dorm, as well as the students. Many
fakes have been made to the doors in
the dorm. Also many keys aren't
always returned. So if students get by
with fakes, who don't live in the dorm.
They can get into certain rooms and
take belongings of people in those
rooms. Also if they don't live in the
dorm, they can cause damage to the
dorm, and who suffers? We do!! Many
damages in the dorm have been found
to be caused by people who don't even
life in the dorm. By using the key
system, we can cut down on damage as
well as points.
No matter what system is used,

someone is going to find something
wrong with it. I asked another student
of the dorm how she felt (Geneva G.):
"I feel that the key checking system is
good and bad. It's good because this
way everyone is checked to make sure
they don't have any fake or spare keys.
But, it's stupid because if a person did
have fake or spare keys, to rooms or

whatever the case, maybe they would
hide them anyway!!"
The reason why people who the night

host know live in the dorm are checked
is because they want an example to be
set. So the next person who comes along
can't say, "Why are you checking me,
you didn't check him-her!" It's a way of
saying we are all equal, so we'll be
treated equally. Many students feel
that they might die from showing their
keys. Not one student has died yet from
showing them. The R.D.'s show them, I
even ask the security guards!!
How do they know the College Hall

keys? College Hall keys have certain
code numbers on them, that the night
host (M.A.) know. Not all night hosts
are stupid, you'll be surprised! One
night I had a "flasher" come in the
dorm. I was shocked, then I had to ask
him for his keys. The codes told me he
belonged to another dorm, which he
did. He admitted he just wanted to run
around the dorm, and flash people. It's
weirdo's like these that we are trying to
protect students from.

Don't take the night hosts (M.A.'s)
attitude serious all the time. You have
to understand that they have to sit there
from 11 p.m. to 4 a.m. They are tired
and bushed, so they may not always
mean what they say. It's not the
easiest, or most fun job in the world,
believe me!!
What hurts this system is when

people let other students (from other
dorms) in the side doors. Nothing is
being accomplished by doing this. The
idea is to keep out people, who don't
belong, so if they cause damage, we
don't have to pay.
This is also used in Murphy Hall as

well as in dorms across the country. It's
not something Kathy and Tom (College
Hall R.D.'s) sat down and invented to
punish us with. It's to help us, but they
can't help us till we help ourselves.

DelhiGoes
ToChina

A faculty and student exchange
program is exptected between Delhi
and colleges offering hospitality
programs in the People's Republic of
China.
The agreement should come as part

of a tour of three colleges in China by
Seldon Kruger, college president;
Richard Seguare, department chair for
all hospitality programs and professor
of hotel management; and John
Magnuson, professor of hotel
management. The visitation, arranted
and hosted by China's Ministry of
Commerce, is scheduled from April 3 to
April 26.
"We expect to meet with officials at

Beijing, Tianjin and Hanzhou Colleges,
examining their curriculums, facilities
and instructional techniques relative to
hotel, restaurant and food service
management programs there,"
President Kruger said. "Also, in ad¬
dition to working out an exchange
agreement, we will explore the
possibility of establishing culinary

institutes here and in China using our
pooled resources," he said.
While in China, President Kruger will

deliver several presentations to
campus audiences on the two-year
concept of higher education and offer a
special address at an academic con¬
ference in Wuxi sponsored by the
Ministry of Light Industries. Mrs. Ruth
Kruger, who will be joining her
husband on the trip at her own expense,
has been invited to speak to Chinese
educators on "The Peculiarity of
Language Teaching."

Professors Seguare and Magnuson
will offer extensive seminars on "Front
Office Management" and "Computer
Applications in Food Service."
The visit and expected exchange

agreement were arranged at the
request of Mr. Sun Yixian, director of
the Bureau of Education of the Ministry
of Commerce in China. Mr. Sun headed
a six-person delegation that came to the
Delhi campus last fall.

Advisor William Wallace

Contents and opinions decided by students alone.

TheOracle

Needs Talent

Join the Staff
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X- It

CLUB INFORMATION
The Delhi Oracle welcomes any

and all club information that you
have to offer. Please submit all in¬
formation to the College Union office
for placement in our mail box.
Remember this is your newspaper.

Make the most of it.

1986 DELHI SELECT BRED HEIFER SALE COMMITTEE

Standing - left: Lyle Garrison, Mike Crum, Lee Carpenter, Kevin
Kearney, Bob Asinari, Erik Christensen, Professor Donald L.
Haight
Seated - left: Lisa Furman, Shawn Barnard, Betty Rounsaville-
Chairman, Pat Wiebel-Publicity Chairman, Absent-Jeff Adams,
Selections Chairman
These Delhi College Agriculture and Dairy studentswill host the

4th annual Delhi Select Bred Heifer Sale on Saturday, May 3,1986
at the college dairy complex. Sale will be held in conjunction with
the Delaware County Calf Sale.

Submitted by PatWiebel,
Publicity Chairman

Talent show

Lip Sync Contest
Mr. & Mrs. Delhi

Miss Delhi Contest
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Zanzabarr Can't Use
Jimbo Any More

ChitforChat
Jimbo (James Waite) is definitely

one of the most famous people on
campus. Zannabar had its annual "Lip
Sine" contest. Of course Jimbo was in
it.

Anthony seems to like to use Jimbo.
Every time Jimbo enters a contest,
Anthony plays the curley shuffle or
another crazy song expecting Jimbo to
dance. This time was no different,
except Jimbo left the stage saying,
"I'm not a puppet, I'm not going to be
used!!!" Many students respect Jimbo.
He's a student who doesn't give up and
does the best he can.

Everyone felt Jimbo deserved first
place in the "Lip Sine." He moved and
danced better than any one, and Lip
sanked the words, at the same time.
Even a couple winners said they
shouldn't have even come close to
beating him. This is not just my
opinion. The students felt that night
something should be done. So many
times Jimbo deserved first, and walked
away with less. People could tell that
night Jimbo was hurt. Why?? Come
on!!! Third place to a bunch of girls
who jumped around in a circle and
called themselves the "New Edition."
Second to a girl who barely walked
around (Whitney Houston). And first to
BeckyShort, who felt Jimbo deserved a
lot more even first. Becky split first
with a Madonna (Valerie) who never
put her butt in gear, many felt
(Rhonda), another girl who did
Madonna, was better. But, it was clear
to everyone Jimbo was robbed of first.
The students booed, yelled, and com¬
plained when Anthony so royally took it
in stride tomake a fourth for Jimbo. We
know he knows Jimbo deserves first!!!

At least 10 students left when Jimbo
lost. What was there to stay for; you
could tell Jimbo didn't try as much in
his last song. He knew he was being
used. So he walked away in stride in¬
stead of making a scene.

Interview
Bill: Do you think Anthony tries to

use you at times??
Jimbo: Yes, and I won't take it. I'm a

person, not a toy for him to play with.
But sometimes I wonder if he knows
he's doing it.
Bill: You seem to still go back to

Airband contests even when you lose.
Jimbo: I don't give up! Of course it

hurts when you lose, but it also makes
you stronger. You have to get back up
and keep fighting. After all you can't
expect to win; everyone loses.
Bill: Anthony seems to like you. How

do you feel about the "Airband Con¬
test"?
Jimbo: I rather not talk about it. Why

dwell on the past? If I could change it, I
have a lot of other things I would
change first.
Bill: But, you should have won!!!

Everyone said so, even the winner
supposedly said you should have done a
lot better. How do you feel?
Jimbo: You sound like vou're crvine

over spilled milk. It's over. Maybe I
won't do anything else at Zannabar,
and maybe I will I felt I should have
done a hell of a lot better. I put a lot of
time and effort into it, and I know I
deserved better. But, everyone feels
that way sometime.
Bill: When it was tallied 9.5-10ths of

the people at Zannabar felt you were
ripped of first prize. Because of this will
you quit Airbands?
Jimbo: Are you crazy? I might be in

the next one. You can't take all
problems in life seriously. If you do
you'll be a nervious wreck.
Bill: Thank you.

This was one of many stories-
interviews from Spy-Eye to come. Spy-
Eye tries to reach into some of the
problems on campus, as well as the
students' lives.

Spy-Eye
Bill

It'sSpringAt
Winter'sFlorist!

Our Shop's Blooming
With Daffodils,

Tulips,
Iris'
and
More

Come in and see our
Foliage & Flowering Plants

including Fragrant Hyacinths.
We send Flowers anywhere 8c
there's always a cash 8c carry.

Discount on all Cut Flowers

Winter's Florist
56 Main St.
Delhi, N.Y.
746-3193

Mr. Zoo,
Too bad your ego doesn't fit in your

pants!!
Love & "A Beast,"

Wet &Wild

Hilda,
Need the Big V? Contact your buddies

in 114!!!

Bebop,
How many more days until the splat

cat comes?
Love,

Twinkie

Nan—
You're catching up, but then again,

you're being taught by the best there is.
Keep up the good work!!

Love,
Kath

April-
How's the penny collection coming?

Pretty soon you'll probably be able to
by us dinner.

Yo, Con!
Sports Illustrated cover, next

month-TOTALLY!
Love & Kisses,

"Bebop& Bubbles"

1st floor Gerry Girls need new
music—we aren't "Lovin 'Every
minute of it" anymore!!!

Debree (alias Bree alias Bree is me
alias Breaker) is a walking french fry
factory.

Dee,
We've invited Julia up for the

weekend. Clean your room!

BFN & BFL are a perfect pair!

ETTA—Obviously, you need some
encouragement to continue your
current course of intermediate studies.
Therefore, I beg you to hang in there!!

Your friend,
The Intellectual Bee

The world is a much better place,
because Brigitta loves Mark.

The Engagement of the year is
between Kelly and Lisa.

Patty and Gary just enjoy showering
together.

Spring started early for Mike and
Dianne.

Todd and Mary share their nights
together.

Dear Interceptor and Boo Boo,
Don't get caught in the Delhi Zone, or

you might just never get out and keep
drinking on those taguila shots.

Quicksilver,
Just give Interceptor the bottle of

Jose Cvervo before Spring Break.
Love Dave

Gossip
The ex lives in the fiance's building.

Karen and Rob who Karen is a old
flame is engaged to Rob and the ex
hates Rob, but the ex is in love with a
new girl.

The Outlaw
May be gone
But his Memory will
Always live on. Take Care

Interceptor

Old Blue Ford's Never Die—They just
don't start.
Old Dodge's Never Die—Their tranny

just falls out.
New Chevette's with headers just

make noise, when your out with the
boys. But Pinto's blow up!

GuessWho

Trailer For Sale
No money back guarantee. If you

don't like, it's still yours.

Brig,
I miss you more everyday. And my

love grows stronger in every way.
Love,

Interceptor

QS & Shrum & Outlaw
Thanks for all the support. I know

what the word "friend" means now.

Love,
Interceptor

I thought the twilight zone was scary,
but nothing is as scary as being in the
Delhi Zone.

When teachers dim the lights in the
pit, the students wait for action.

Delhi's water is so deadly that it not
only kills fish and hamsters but slowly
kills Delhi's own students. Are they
insured?

When the sun eventually comes out,
the school should make it a legal
holiday!

Drivers Needed
At Once

The large metropolitan area of Delhi,
New York now is in a state of
emergency because it is totally un¬
derwater, needs experienced divers to
locate the town again by use of state
and world maps. The only part of the
town that is officially still intact is what
is known as STATE DELHI. The
college where the experience counts, or
so they say. The students sure do get an
experience that won't be forgotten.
First they are put through a hurricane,
so that their parents cannot attend
Parents Day, and then the winters here
are all screwed up. We get rain one
second and then it snows the next
second. Even if the sun is shining bright
it could be raining the snowing, at the
same time, no doubt. And now those
poor students have to put up with not
being able to leave the campus because
of the muddy water swirling around the
campus.
And to make matters worse, the

phone lines are down, so one particular
student cannot call home. And she
hasn't talked to anyone off campus
since February 17th 19 hundred and 86
years, which was almost four weeks
ago. The longest time any student can
go without getting in touch with the
outside world. We just hope that she
doesn't come down with a case of no-
phonidous. The last case we had was
almost 15 years ago, which was enough
to last a couple thousand years for the
city of Delhi.
And would you believe it has stopped

raining, but we are sure it will begin

again very soon. So, if anyone out there
has any diving experience at all please
drop in by way of either plane,
helicopter, ship, canoe, yacht or
rowboat, to the DELHI STATE campus
at what used to be Main Street, Delhi.
Hell! If you come by a yacht I'm sure

that the students would get over no-
phoneidous very fast and request a trip
around the world, where there is sun
and of course, we can't forget the tall,
dark and handsome men of foreign
countries.
We tried calling the president of the

good ol' U.S. of A., Dr. Meggie, to issue
us some nice looking Marines to put this
dreadful mess into some kind of con¬
trol. All she would tell us was that the
Marines were all preparing for the St.
Patrick's Day Parade and could not be
reached, let alone disturbed. The Navy
could not come because their sub¬
marines would not make it up the hills
the last time they came. The Air Force
kept running into the mist over the
mountains and the Army just could not
find the metropolitan area of Delhole
so, neither of them could make it. So,
we decided to initiate some divers
ourselves to find the lost city, GOD
knows why!
We would ask you to contact us at 607-

555-LOST, but all you would get is a
gurgling sound because all the phone
lines are six feet under water. So, we
just ask that you drop in or row in, we
will leave that up to you divers.

Penny S. Burns



My Car
byWayne Hulbert

One thing I'm overly protective of is
my car, and I really hate it when it is
damaged. It's a black Datsun, with a
few extras added to it, nothing ex¬
tremely fancy, but it is all mine.
I received it on my sixteenth bir¬

thday, after three years of waiting,
since my grandmother promised it to
me. It sat in her garage for most of the
three years, accumulating some rust on
the fenders and the bottoms of the
doors. The engine also needed some
work, but once it became mine I fixed
everything.
Within a week and a half the car

began to look brand new. I had patched
up the holes caused by the rust,
repainted it, did minor work on the
engine, replaced two tires, and washed
and waxed it time and time again until
it sparkled like crystal. When I com¬
pleted all the hard work, and looked at
what I had done, I was really proud of
myself, and took an enormous amount
of pride in what I had accomplished.
It's unfortunate that there are those
that don't care about all the hard work
that I had done.
Fellow classmates and other students

didn't really understand what my car
means to me, or how much time and
effort I had put into it.

It was November 22, the reason I
remember it so well is because it was
our varsity basketball team's first
away game, and I was coming back
from a bad knee injury to start my first
game of the new season. I drove to the
school like any other day, parked it in
the usual spot and boarded the bus, not
knowing what was soon to happen to my
most precious possession.
We returned home about twelve-

thirty, all tired and worn out from the
game. All I could think of was getting
home to a nice warm bed. I put my
sneakers in my locker, turned in my
game uniform, stopped to talk to the
coach for a second and then headed out
to my car.

When I arrived at it, I didn't know
what to do. All I wanted to do was to kill
someone. My six times washed and
three times waxed Datsun no longer
sparkled like a crystal, instead it was
completely brown. While I was gone it
had been the victim of a mud bath.
Three people whom I later learned the
names of and paid back dearly, had
covered my car with mud, gravel, and
small rocks. It was all over the hood,
windows, headlights, and bumpers. I
couldn't believe this could happen. It
was the only thing that I could really
callmy own and they had vandalized it.
After I removed the mud from the
windows, I proceeded home.
The next day, I removed the rest of

the mud only find chipped paint and a
million little scratches in the windows,
hood and roof. I couldn't believe this
was someone's idea of a practical joke,
especially after I had worked so hard to
make my car look nice.
I still wash and wax it once a week,

and sometimes twice, depending on the
weather. The scratches are still there
and so is the hatred for the three people
even though that has subsided a great
deal.
I intend to start all over again this

spring and hopefully have it really
looking nice again. But I sometimes
have to wonder if it is really worth it.

FridayAt Z-Bar
by Mary Ann Palednak

Like a madwoman, I flew out the
back door of Russell Hall and into the
night. I made a beeline for my vehicle,
a veteran of many roads. As usual, I
discovered it parked at the outer
boundary of the moonlit lot. I quickly
hopped in and turned the key.
Miraculously, it started up im¬
mediately. I raced off campus, heading
straight for Grand Union. Checking my
watch again, I realized that I only had
tenminutes. Amere ten minutes to pick
up some beer and get to Zanzibar, a
place I vowed I'd never visit, before ten
o'clock when free admission ceased.
Upon arriving at the supermarket, I

rushed back to the cooler and grabbed
two six packs of ice cold Molson Golden.
Hurrying to the checkout counter, I
slipped when my high heels met a wet
patch on the tile floor. Fortunately, I
regained my balance. Had I fallen I
probably would have broken my neck,
not to mention the bottles that would
have gone crashing to the floor in a
shatteredmass of foam and glass. More
carefully, I continued to the register
where I scribbled out a check for my
purchase.
My mission accomplished, I headed

over toward Zanzibar. Running stop
signs all the way, I made it just in the
nick of time. I stuffed some bottles into
my oversized purse and joined the line
at the entrance.
Once inside, I showed the bouncermy

identification. I breathed a sigh of relief
as he stamped my hand. Vowing to get
there earlier next time, I eased into the
crowd. First on my agenda was to get
one of those beers out of my purse.
I walked back toward the restrooms,

passing the hot dog stand on the way.
The stench of sauerkraut, emanated
from it, stinging my nostrils with its
unpleasant odor. Disgusted, I selected a
spot as far away as possible to open my
Molson. I dug through my purse until I
found my key chain. After checking to
make sure I had no audience, I used the
bottle opener to pry the cap off.
Immediately, the beer started to foam
up out of the bottle. I quickly brought it
to my mouth, eliminating its op¬
portunity to overflow. The precious
liquid flowed down my throat,
stimulating my deprived tastebuds
with its bitterness. It definitely hit the
spot. I took several more pleasurable
swallows, lit up a Marlboro and went
back out to survey the scene.

The entire bar was filled with my
fellow students. Their usually tense
expressions were now relaxed. Among
many smiling faces, I spotted those of
some friends. I strode over to join them
by the pool table. I noticed the row of
quarters waiting on the table, at the
same time remembering my empty
wallet. I decided to postpone shooting
pool for the time being.
I greeted my friends, shouting to be

heard over the loud music. The ex¬

travagant stereo system was blaring
out top forty dance tunes. The bass in
the speakers was so prominent I could
actually feel the beat pulsing through
my body, urging me to dance. And
dance I would, but not before I had
consumedmany more ofmy Molsons. I
congratulated myself for having a good
idea. Instead of waiting my turn at the
bar, I could simply run out to my car for
a thirst quencher.
After a few halfhearted attempts at

serious conversation, we gave up. Our
voices were easily drowned out by the
tidal wave of music rushing from the
amplifiers. We instead concentrated on
our drinking as we wandered around
the bar.
The interior of Zanzibar is rather

impressive. Rough looking wood is the
prominent feature. It makes the place
sort of rustic looking yet the style itself
is fairlymodern. The room is composed
of various levels, each connected to the
other with a set of stairs. It was one of
these sets that I later climbed to reach
the elevated dance floor.
Exhilerated by all of the alcohol in

body, I knew it was time for me to
dance. I let the snappy music and
colorful flashing lights take control of
my body. It wasn't me moving to the
beat of the music, the beat of the music
was moving me. I danced until the
sweat started pouring off ofmy body in
rivelets.

Dying of thirst, I headed for the
safety of the ladies room to open one of
my remaining beers. The scene in there
was hysterical. Quite a few girls were
clustered in front of the mirror, fran¬
tically painting last minute finishing
touches on their fees. They were
preparing themselves for the guys who
probably would never appreciate all the
talent they had exerted. I quickly
opened my bottle and exited the per¬
fume filled room, chuckling to myself
as I left. "What am I doing here?" I
asked myself.

The O'Connor Scene
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The
Supermarket

by Dennis De George

It was a Friday, and like Fridays
before it, the day brought many things
to my attention. The forerunner was the
fact that the supply of groceries that I
had stocked at the beginning of that
week had diminished to practically
nothing. I decided that at the conclusion
of my daily classes, my first objective
would be to replenish my kitchen with
some of the basic elements of survival
for an off-campus apartment.
Although I had made many previous

excursions to the supermarket, there
was something very interesting about
this visit, as I encountered a couple that
I had never seen before.
They were alone in the aisle, just the

two of them with their shopping cart.
The rush hour crowd seemed silenced
as the pair made their path down this
narrow strip of tranquility.
A most peculiar couple. The woman

pushing the cart was the perfect
example of a grandmother: thick
framed glasses mounted on a large
nose. She had thin white hair atop a
head that was barely higher than the
handlebar of the cart, which she
grasped tightly. She wore a homemade
apron over her pre-war housedress.
The child sat obediently in the seat of

the car with her legs dangling. Her
golden hair mocked that of her grand¬
mother. Her cheeks were rosy, yet
swollen as she had just finished a burst
of tears. She had fallen victim to this
playground of mischief: her punish¬
ment was quick, yet sound, and was
climaxed by the flight of mother.
I immediately related this sight to the

sound of glass breaking earlier,
followed by an outburst of scolding. As I
made my way further down the aisle,
the scent of spaghetti sauce was
eminent. As I passed the couple, I
looked away to avoid a stare at the tiny
girl. With all of her strength, the elder
managed to mumble out a few short,
comforting sentences.
"Don't worry," she reassured the

child. "Mommy didn't mean it." She
was a veteran to this type of public
discipline, as in the past she had often
scolded a little girl of her own. Seeing a
child being spanked in public was
nothing new to her. The girl remained
quiet as her grandmother's body
rocked back and forth, moving slowly
onward in search of the one in question.
I had only ventured to the super¬

market for some minor items and had
intention of spending as little time as
possible there. So I proceeded on to
complete my shopping. As I made my
way throughout the rest of the store I
came across a young woman with a
fistful of coupons and lament. I had
assumed that this was the final
member of the shopping trinity. She
seemed more upset with herself than
with her daughter. Although the ac¬
cident was unintentional, the punish¬
ment was inevitable. She too was

crying, and she opted to continue
shopping individually until she had
completely organized her thoughts and
emotions.
As I made my way to the registers, I

could hear the voice that I had en¬

countered previously.
"Don't cry baby, Mommy still loves

you. Believe me Mommy loves you,
....believe me." The grandmother
utter. As the couple re-entered the roar
of shoppers, I could see that tears had
filled a third pair of eyes.
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THE EIGHTIES:

Another World War II

War Bill

Poker At Petes

byWilliamWallace

Again, petitions and lawsuits are
brought against the federal govern¬
ment for the internment of Japanese-
Americans in February, 1942. The
survivors and descendants claim they
were denied their civil rights at the
time. It is also alleged that the
government suppressed evidence
which if understood then would not
have led to the internment. In 1942 the
Justice Department opposed the camps
while the military favored them.
Executive order 9066 signed by
President Roosevelt gave the govern¬
ment the power to relocate any person
from "military areas" as "protection
against espionage and sabotage." That
meant the West Coast. It should be
noted here as well that not all Nisei who
were relocated and their descendants
are pleased with these lawsuits.
Lawsuits filed in March, 1983 on

behalf of those 120,000 interned are
asking forn $24 billion in compensation
of $200,000 per person. The cases also
want the courts to declare that the
United States violated the con¬
stitutional and civil rights of the in¬
ternees.
Forty-four years after the facts we

see things differently than was the case
two months after Pearl Harbor. The
changed perspective is what gives rise
to these suits. It's the way the plaintiffs,
but especially the way the judges see
them now, that make these cases
viable.
How easy it is for present day

Monday morning quarterbacks and
dogooders to condemn the dead leaders
for making a war decision deemed
urgent and necessary for the nation's
protection. The old newspapers, the old
radio programs which recorded the
people's feelings in California,
Washington and Oregon reveal that
millions of residents were scared,
expecting an invasion or bombing raids
like those seen on newsreels of Rot¬
terdam, Coventry, Shanghai and they
feared fifth-columns in their midst to
sabotage the workplaces, the cities and
to help the enemy in its many
operations. Many felt the West Coast
was defenseless.With our fleet crippled
by the sneak attack at Pearl it looked
like the Coast was ripe for imminent
assault. Even then some analysts were
saying it would take two years to
rebuild the fleet.
The truth of the matter is nervous

Americans wanted assurances from the
nation's capital that their safety was
high in government priorities. They
didn't want Japanese soldiers and
marines overwhelming Western cities
as they did in China, the Philippines
and Singapore. The people were
worried that at any hour of night a
Japanese fleet might bomb their
homelands while they slept. Remember
as well that just before those zero
bombers attacked the Arizona and the
other naval ships on that fateful Sunday
the Tokyo government had sent a
special envoy to confer with Secretary
of State Cordell Hull to see what could
be done to improve relations between
the two countries. Yet, while Japanese
and American officials were talking of
peace in Washington the Imperial air
force of the Japanese navy was bom¬
bing away at Pearl.
In light of all these facts you can

understand the forebodings, and un¬
derstand the alarm that aroused the
West. Who would defend the shore if the
big battleships of the imperial navy
appeared off Los Angeles, San Fran¬
cisco or Seattle. The residents did not
know how large the Japanese military
force was. Yet, they read of their
successes. They saw the vast empire
included Chosen (Korea) parts of
China, reaching the Philippines, Indo-
China, Indonesia, Malaya, and stret¬
ching toward Burma.
Even in those days people saw the

newsreels of the mass killings of
defenseless Chinese civilians in
Nanking by ruthless Japanese soldiers.
Tokyo's military prowess was
everywhere in the Western Pacific. If
they could consolidate their power how

could the United States stop them after
the crippling defeat at Pearl Harbor?
It was against this background of fear

that sparked the internment. Had there
not been an internment, who knows,
some or many Japanese-American
could have become targets of mob
anger. Many could have been killed or
injured and that would have been
worse. In a sense, then, the internment
camps protected people from ap¬
prehensive and disquieted residents
who might have vented their distress
and fears upon them. After all, the war
hysteria against the Japanese ran very,
very high in those days and people
distrusted anyone of Japanese an¬
cestry. They seemed to be the enemy
too. That was the reality of their
feelings.
The big unanswered question in all

this matter is one that cannot be
resolved because the Japanese did not
invade or conquer the United States.
But if the Japanese had invaded and
had succeeded in crossing the Rockies
and even came farther inland would the
Japanese-Americans have collaborated
with the invaders? Where would their
sympathies lay? Would some, many,
most have collaborated with the in¬
vading overlords? Would some, many,
most have remained loyal to the United
States? We do know, without question,
that the Nisei had upset emotions about
this war with America. Yet, they were
stunned by the attack on Hawaii.
In light of the fears andmisgivings, in

light of the war conditions, it does not
seem right that nearly half a century
later we can sit in judgment and
castigate themilitary for what they did.
The matter is over and done with. It
was war! Let it lie, let it not be a money
matter now.
The internment issue itself can also

be seen in a positive light today. Above
all, it became the rite of passage for
Nisei to show and prove their loyalty to
their new country. Americans of
Japanese descendancy have proved
themselves and distinguished them¬
selves in civic duties, in educational
pursuits and overall, they have taken
leading roles in the sciences, arts, in¬
dustry, business, farming, improving
life for all of us.
If indemnification is to be sought, it

should be from Tokyo itself. With its
swelling balance surpluses it can afford
to pay the Japanese-Americans for
their losses. After all, it was Japan that
caused the relocations in the first place.
Tokyo was the aggressor. Had Japan
not attacked us, there would be no issue
now.

Let Japan indemnify these people
and also the citizens in Hawaii who lost
their property and the families of the
servicemen killed and wounded at
Pearl and Schofield Barracks, and also
those GIs on the death march in
Bataan. Pay indemnities to the British,
Dutch, Chinese who were interned in
wretched camps and often allowed to
starve. Let Japan indemnify the
citizens of Peking, Nanking,
Chungking, Canton for their military
action. But if the answer to this is "no"
then don't expect American taxpayers
to pay again for war events of forty-four
years ago. Most of the taxpayers that
would have to pay this indemnification
were children or were not even born at
the time. Let's drop World War II.

Crossword

Answers
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byMark Law

"Grab yer'self a seat and break out
your dough" replied a slow, deep voice
as I enteredmy friend Pete's room. The
room smelled of sweet cigar smoke, as
it luminated a glow against the dim
light of the lamp. Tipped and scattered
beer cans were left sitting on the dusty
floor, and a few ashtrays were left
about. On the black plastic table where
people were playing poker, there was a
radio tuned into jazzy music with an
irregular beat.
My friend introduced me to the

people gathered around the table, and I
had a seat. Jay, a tall, bearded man,
looked at me and asked if I played
poker. He was dressed in faded jeans
and a blue rugby shirt and appeared to
be losing money. Paul, a blond haired,
noisy person, was seated to the right of
Jay and toldme that if I wanted to play,
I better not cheat. Shocked by the
statement, I pulled out five crisp one
dollar bills and decided to show these
guys who the poker king is.
After three rounds of five card draw,

Paul became very upset because he
was losing. "Enough of this kid stuf-
f...let's play for real money," I said
while giving the cards a fancy shuffle.
The music was lowered and attention
was now centered on me. I tossed a
clean five dollar bill into the air and it

softly landed in the middle of the table.
Jay and Paul looked at each other for a
moment, then also put five in. I rolled
up my sleeves and took a puff on a
cigar, letting the smoke form into rings
over the table to psych them out. I
explained that we were playing black¬
jack and the winner takes all. I dealt
the first card to Jay, who was now
quickly tapping his foot on the floor.
The next card went to Paul, then to me.
I gave Jay another card and he looked
at it very slow. A sigh of relief was seen
on his face. Then he turned his cards
over to reveal nineteen (the object is to
get close to twenty-one). I slipped a
card onto the table near Paul, and he
stared me right in the eye. Revealing
an eighteen made him turn red and he
started to get upset. Jay smiled and
watched me give myself another card,
while Paul left the room steaming. The
tension was building as I turned my
cards over and revealed a Jack of
spades and an ace of hearts. "You have
twenty-one, you jerk" said Jay as he
stood up and turned up the radio, while
I reached over and took the money I
won. When Paul came in and found out I
won, he asked if I wanted to play again.
I said, "Why, are you going to cheat?"
and we all started laughing as I
collected the cards and prepared to
shuffle once again.

Kathy Pickett Is
New Resident Director

by R. L. Kargauer

Many people do not appreciate or
even know their resident directors in
their dorm. Kathy Pickett is the new
RD at College Hall and even though she
has only been here with us for a short
time, she has plans for improving
college life here at Delhi.
Kathy Pickett went to Roger

Williams College for four years and
received a BS in Business. She is
presently taking small business
management here, and she wants to
work on hermaster's in the future. She
was an RA at her college for two years,

a ski instructor for six years, and an RD
manager for one year.
She is planning to come back next

year, and so is Tom Isley, the other
director at College Hall. This is his first
year here too; but he has had ten years
of experience being a Resident Director
at other-schools. Kathy and Tom both
work as a team, and together they are
planning to improve the dorm with
community activities. College Hall can
be improved, but all the students must
pitch in together. I want to say HELLO,
WELCOME, and GOOD-LUCK at your
new job, Kathy Pickett.

Recruiters Coming
To Delhi

Walgreen Co. is recruiting Manager Trainees on campus Tuesday, April 8,1986.
Interested students should sign up for interviews in the Student Development
Center, Third Floor. BushHall.
H.R. Resnick & Co., Inc. (Newburgh, NY) is recruiting in building construction

on campus Wednesday, April 9, 1986. Interested students should sign up for in¬
terviews in the StudentGovernment Center, Third Floor, Bush Hall.
Northrup Supply Corp. and Irr Supply Center are recruiting for jobs in plum¬

bing, refrigeration, and air conditioning on campus Wednesday, April 9, 1986.
Interested students should sign up for interviews in the Student Government
Center, Third Floor, BushHall.
Camp Jened will be recruiting for summer positions (counselors, arts ) crafts,

recreation, lifeguards, kitchen staff, maintenance, etc.) on Thursday, April 10,
1986. Interested students should sign up for interviews in the Student Development
Center, Third Floor, BushHall.
Friendly Ice Cream is recruiting manager trainees on campus Thursday, April

10, 1986. Interested students should sign up for interviews in the Student
Development Center, Third Floor, BushHall.
The Hyatt Regency - Hilton Head is seeking students interested in summer-fall

internships. They will be on campus Friday, April 11, 1986. Interested students
should sign up for interviews in the Student Development Center, Third Floor,
BushHall.
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Honey maker
Make happy
Smart

1. Wager
2. Before (poetic)
3. Building set

12. Make a mistake
13. Those poisoned with
locoweed
14. Born
15. Over 12 and under 20
17. Habit
19. Walking stick
20. Layer
21. Against
23. Embroidered design
26. Screwdrivers, for example
28. Braid
29. Concerning
30. Rocks on top of hill
31. Throw out
33. Dry, as in wine
34. Equally
35. Spit (p.t.)
36. Put in office
38. Let go
40. Inside
41. 43,560 sq. feet
42. Loch
44 Claus
46. Arrest
49. Bow; curve
50. Edges
52. Fish eggs
53. Prepare golf ball
54. Rub out

55. Deviate from course

4. Dash
5. Theater box
6. High card
7. Near
8. Calculate
9. Growl
10. Hawaiian garland
11. A this time
16. Pointed piece of metal
18. Receipt (abbr.)
20. Powder
21. Fragrant oil
22. Rope
23. Malicious ill will
24. Build
25. Right-hand page of book
27. Cut away from
32. Flower receptacle
33. Pertaining to the senses
35. Religious body
37. Itemize
39. Thrusting weapon
42. Numbers (abbr.)
43. Feminine suffix
44. Day of week (abbr.)
45. Is (p.t.)
46. Government spys (abbr.)
47. Not alive upon arrival
(abbr.)
48. Evergreen tree
51. Railroad (abbr.)
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Employment
Outlook Good
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The new results of a quarterly
Employment Outlook Survey con¬
ducted by Manpower Inc., a worldwide
temporary help firm, show a strong
upward trend from previous quarters,
with 26 percent of the employers in¬
terviewed nationwide intending to
increase their workforce in the months
ahead.
The new figures, according to

Manpower Inc. President Mitchell S.
Promstein, indicate that hiring plans
are staging a rebound from the sluggish
trendwhich prevailed in the firm's past
two quarterly surveys.
Fromstein said the change is par¬

ticularly evident in responses from the
Manufacturing areas. Both Durable
and Non-Durable Goods Manufacturers
are indicating stronger hiring plans and
fewer staff reductions than were

predicted during the past year.
A total of 12,500 business firms were

covered by the study, which indicates
26 percentwill increase their workforce
during the April-May-June period while
7 percent plan decreases. The figures
are slightly under those for the same
period a year ago, but are stronger than
projections for the fall and winter
quarters.
Fromstein said that predicted hiring

increases were strongest in
Manufacturing, Construction,
Wholesale-Retail establishments, and
the Finance, Real Estate and Insurance
sector. He said that the Service job
sector, which has seen steady growth
for two years, is now levelling off.
"Our normal workforce con¬

figuration seems to be returning after a
prolonged period of over-balancing
toward Service jobs," Fromstein said.
Some regional differences were noted

in the survey results, principally a
weakness in hiring plan strength in the
Western states area compared to other
areas of the country. The Midwestern
and Southern areas show a better than
average outlook while the Northeast is
average. The one bright spot in the
Western results, according to From¬
stein, is a strong showing in predicted
hiring in Durable Goods Manufac¬
turing, which is above the national
average.

Construction

Springtime signals the customary
awakening of Construction em¬
ployment. For the coming three
months, Construction companies are
planning to resume the hiring activities
of last summer. Particularly in the
Midwest they look forward to one of the
most aggressive quarters since 1979.
The situation is similar in the Nor¬
theast. Construction industry em¬
ployment expectations in the Western
states are below the national average
and lagging behind the second quarters
of previous years.

Durable GoodsManufacturing

Stronger hiring patterns and fewer
reductions than any time in the past
year are forecast by Durable Goods
Manufacturers. This sector is strongest
in the South, though most areas follow
closely behind. The trend for these
firms is evenly spread throughout the
country. This is one of the strongest
industries amongWestern firms, where
the picture has not been bright in the
past year.

Non-Durable
Goods Manufacturing

Like their close relatives in the
Durable Goods field, Non-Durable
Goods Manufacturers reflect a

remarkably uniform pattern unclouded
by regional differences. The West lags
only slightly behind other areas and all
others show a net outlook (those adding
staff less those reducing staff) of 18
percent. This represents a strong
rebound in theMidwest from the stodgy
results of three months ago and a
decline from last quarter's Southern
outlook.

Wholesale-Retail

Following the "trim down"
traditionally experienced in the post-
holiday first quarter, Wholesale-Retail
firms are expressing quite an op¬
timistic forecast. In the Midwest, the
industry approaches the highly
favorable levels of mid-1984, which
were the brightest days of the 1980's. In
the West, however, only once in the
survey's 10-year history has the second
quarter outlook been below the present
level.

Finance, Insurance
& Real Estate

This leading sector of last quarter's
survey once again looks very good,
particularly in the Northeast and South.
In fact, the industry is a shade more
optimistic than three months ago,
making this themost optimistic quarter
since mid-1979. In the Northeast, this
should bring more hiring than nearly
any quarter in history.

Services

Evidence is mounting that Services
companies, long a mid-year leader, are
beginning to level somewhat as the
pattern is virtually the same from coast
to coast. This makes it one of the better ,

outlooks in the West, but more toward
average in the other regions.

Transportation & Public
Utilities

Although normally strong during the
second quarter of the year, the Tran¬
sportation and Public Utilities sector
falls a bit behind the national average
for April, May and June this year.
Expectations are much better in the
Northeast than in other parts of the
nation. In the West, they are markedly
dim.

Public Administration

Riding the crest of optimistic
government employers in the Western
region, the Public Administration field
continues to regain a positive outlook.
Only once in ten years has a second
quarter brought more optimism in this
field among the towns and cities of the
West. Prospects are not bright in the
Northeast, while Midwestern and
Southern states conform more closely
to the national average.

Education—Public
And Private

This is seasonally a low-activity
period among schools, as they prepare
for the slow summer period following
the current quarter. Only 12 percent of
those interviewed expect to add staff,
while 7 percent plan staff cutbacks. The
outlook is actually negative in the
Midwest, where only 9 percent plan
additions while 12 percent will reduce
employment. The West, though not
quite so pessimistic, is also below the
national average.

The Employment
Outlook Survey

Manpower Inc. conducts the
Employment Outlook Survey on a
quarterly basis. It is a measurement of
employer intentions to increase or
decrease the permanent workforce,
and during its ten-year history has been
a significant indicator of employment
trends. The survey, conducted during
the last two weeks of February, is
based upon telephone interviews with
over 12,500 public and private em¬
ployers in 385 U.S. cities. Manpower
Inc. is the world's largest temporary
service firm, annually providing em¬
ployment to more than 700,000 people
through its 1,100 offices in 32 countries.
Office services account for more than
half of the assignments at which its
temporary workforce is engaged.

PoetryCorner
Laughter

Time goes by, and all I do is sigh
Minutes tick slowly, hours are holy
Days lapse intomonths, while years wise the soul
No frowns are seen, and no more tears are shed
Smiles surroundmy unhappiness, yet I still feel alone
Laughter I hear, and I want to share
Heaven awaitsmy prayers, and the angels aremy guardians
Clouds dispense above the horizon, and the sunset shines its rays
Yesterday was the beginning, and today is the result
Time quickly fades away, andmy accomplishments aremy virtues

By Roberta Lynn Kargauer

Dear Dianne, Sally,
Thank you for your friendship, and for caring! I appreciate it with allmy heart.

Roberta

DearKim andMike,
Thank you for letting me use your shoulders to cry on, for hearing and listening

tome, and thank you for being there when I needed you.
Love,

Your friend Roberta

To Flo,

The sun stopped shining forme,
and I pray to the sea

You understood, and did all you could
I began to feel betrayed and lost
I feel like I'm paying the cost

Our friendship is being tested
Our lives are our own

You need to grow and so do I
I am not saying bye

My thoughts I say to you,
hope you do the same too.

We're like sisters, but we're not
You run, not trot

The sunmight rise again forme,
or Iwill have to pay the fee

Hope you understand, for I trust
Whateveryou decide, I know youmust
Hope you are happy, Flo, because I
Know that youmust show
Have a nice day for there is nothing else
left to say.

Compass Circle

A kiss left in the breeze
A ship that's lost at sea
A song too sad to sing
God! I miss what'smost inme.

A flash inmind of eyes
That leak that leaving tear
All tell the soul to cry
For days that last like years

And so the scales of life
Correct the smiles before
We walk the halls of strife
And waves rebound the shore

But as shining eyesmust cry
They once again can see light
For pain, as joy, must also die
To tune the scales to right

Feed the flowers with tears
Knowing that theywill grow
And so for crying these years
We can catch the rainbow

"To DI" part 3

There once was a time
I really felt good.
All feelings ofmine
Were well understood

Her body so close
Her heart in her hand
Her voice soft and sweet
A comfort so grand.

The way that she heldme
So close and so dear
Mademe feel so wanted
Andmymind so clear.

Whenever I touch her
My senses do reel
Shemakesme feel wanted
A feel so unreal.

Her blessings are virtues
God given gifts
He helps her to use them
In generous bits.

I don't know how towrite
My thankfullness to her
I think she understands
The thanks I have for her.

She's givenme feelings
I imagine not
That I could ever feel,
With social dealings
And love, a lot,
Have helpedme cope and deal

ByMeikel Young

"ToDI" part 4

A night so fair so calm and blue
Strong feelings flow fromme to you.
I kneel beside your bed to see
Your beauty, grace, and spirit free.

Our lips as one, our souls intwine
I hold you close; "Will you bemine?"
The answer lies beneath each heart
To live our lives and never part.

If I were to spendmy life
Through better,-worse, and through the strife
I've never said it, but I say it true
I've only one life, and I'd spend itwith you

ByMeikel Young

Read The Oracle!

by Jeffrey ScottMyrick

Beyond the Past

No evil will set into ourminds
No light forks a shadow on our souls '
Our destiny will not be trampled
Our dreams will not be shattered
For past is forgotten, while the present is passing
Time slowly drifts by, and we are still human
The eyes see the truth, and the body feels the pain
Subconsciously we know between good and evil, yet we
push away the true feelings and we receive ourmisfortunes
Yesterday I was here, today I amme, and tomorrow I shall be strong
My soul knows which way to go, but I cannot see the light

Roberta L. Kargauer
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Faculty
Evaluation

Students:
Delhi
Hair

Designs
located 56 Main St. in
the Market Place
will give you the
total look. We are
experts & highly

trained in the latest:

Perming
Haircutting
Coloring
Nails

Waxing
Make-up
& Skin Care

Call Us Today -746-3850
Hours & Days Open: Mon. - Sat. Mon.-Tues.-Wed. & Sat. 9-5:30;
Thursday & Friday evenings 9-7

Retail Line is
Derma Majic.

Nexxus, RedKin, Sebastian,

$1.00 Off Any Service
With this as

Looking Good is OurBusiness
Mondays: Perms starting at $20.00
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REMINDER-COMMENCEMENT HAS BEEN SCHEDULED
FOR SATURDAY, MAY 17, 1986
Candidates in the Division of Management and the Division of
Vocational Studies will attend the 10:30 a.m. ceremony.
Candidates in the Division of Liberal Arts and Sciences and the
Division of Technologieswill attend the 2:00 p.m. ceremony.

WRITERS, ARTISTS, POETS
The Spring '86 publication of Agate, the College's literary and art
magazine, is coming soon. All students, faculty, and staff are
welcome to submit material. Written work should be typed, if
possible. Artwork will be reproduced in black and white. Deadline
for submissions is Friday, March 21. Send all materials to
Professor Robert Nelson, Evenden Tower 707.

CAMPUS STORE
At the Campus Store: Problem Solver Books in many courses.
Buy one! Improve your grade!

Fayetteville, Ark.-(I.P.)-"Appraisal of classroom teaching
effectiveness has produced more discussion, debate and
disagreement among university professors during the past
decade than any other single issue," according to Brian Bolton, a
professor at the Arkansas Rehabilitation Research and Training
Center. "And the central topic has been the role of students'
evaluations of teaching performance."
After more than a year of work, the Campus Council recently

gave final approval to a policy that ensures that studentswill have
tghe opportunity to evaluate their teachers in two different ways.
First, each department will be required to adopt a "formal
procedure" through which each student will have the "op¬
portunity to submit a written critique" to the teacher in every
class. Those comments will be for the teacher alone and will be
released only at his or her discretion.
Secondly, each department will be required to adopt a

procedure that will ensure that the "perceptions of current
students are duly considered" when decisions regarding salary,
promotion and tenure are made. The policy is to take effect this
spring.
Bolton, who was a member of the original UA ad hoc committee

on teacher evaluation, said the Campus Faculty rejected the first
proposal in April 1984 out of what he called "natural fear." In May
of 1984, Bolton sent a letter to Gov. Bill Clinton stressing the im¬
portance of student evaluations. Clinton forwarded the letter to
the provost, and it became the impetus for later efforts to develop
an acceptable policy, Bolton said. He said he received some
disapproving letters and phone calls from other faculty members
as a result of his role in reviving the issue.
"no one likes to be evaluated," Bolton said. "There is a tradition

in universities that students don't question, let alone evaluate,
teachers. He argued in his article that this faculty concern was
unwarranted. He said that "no college bases the evaluation of
teaching effectiveness" solely on student opinion. Students'
performance on examinations, term papers and research projects
are also considered.
Bolton wrote that student evaluations "are typically collected

using a standardized form" of 12 to 50 questions pertaining to the
teacher's performance. Each student "independently" responds
to all the questions using a four-point or five-point scale;e.g.
excellent, good, average and poor. The professor's evaluation "is
then calculated by averaging the independent judgments of all
students in the class."
Bolton said the class average rating is "highly reliable." A

frequent criticism of student ratings, Bolton wrote, was that they
simply reflected the teacher's "friendliness." In fact, "extensive
research on this topic has demonstrated that students'
evaluations encompass at least six primary dimensions of
judgment: instructor rapport, teaching effectiveness, course
organizations, evaluation procedures, course value and course
difficulty," Bolton said.
He said that students' evaluations "correlated positively" with

objective measures of students' performance, with observatgions
by outside raters and with professors' self-evaluations. "Students'
evaluations do not correlate with faculty peers' ratings, but all
available evidence indicates that peer ratings are unreliable and
invalid as measures of teaching effectiveness," Bolton said.

New York City Swing Band Rocks Delhi

2+2*4\S» BacX°£
year SUNY Tech

Associate
Degree

For information about

Telecommunications
Robotics
Electrical Technology
Accounting
Management
Computer Science
Nursing
Health Services Management
and other programs, contact:

Admissions Office
Marcy Campus
PO Box 3050

Utica, New York 13504-3050
(315)792-7208

kd
Collegeof
Technology

A specialized college for graduate and transfer studies only.
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Delhi

Basketball

InAction!

ALL PERMS NOW
$20.00

Now thru March 31st
Wash & Cut Included

No Appointments Needed

—ALSO—
TANNING BEDS
6 Sessions $25.00
Open 7 Days a Week

STYLE FOR YOU
Ames Plaza - Delhi, New York

746-3333
OPEN

Mon., Tues., Sat. 9-6
Wedn., Thur., Fri. 9-9

Sundays -12-5

FEBRUARY SALE 1986

Spring Fashions & ^
Footwear Arriving Daily

dresses, coats, slacks, jackets,
sweaters....

boots, slippers, shoes.

Delhi Specialty Shop & Booterij
76 ITIain Street.

Delhi

W7-740-2252

mON.-FRL 9-5=30,
SRI. 9-5
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DelhiHoopsters
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Isour love
for thegreatoutdoors
killingour forests?
Last year, millions of

Americans wentwild over
the great outdoors.

We camped, hiked and
hiked across our forests in
record numbers.
Unfortunately, too many

people abused the fine
line between nature and
recreation.
They littered campsites.
Painted rocks, carved on

trees. Even hacked apart
picnic tables to feed their
fires.

Vandalism won't kill
our forests. It will
justmake the
great outdoors
harder to find.

Vandalism.
It's time to
draw the line.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute


